
TWS Sport Races earphones with ear hooks
SKU: TESPEARBTTWSRACESK

The perfect exercise upgrade: putting on earphones and listening to music or chatting on
the phone while you work out

PERFECT FOR EXERCISE

By choosing a pair of Sport Races wireless earbuds , you'll know you're opting for a product that's:

stable
practical
high-tech

ideal for enjoying your workout to the fullest . Here's why.

WIRELESS

TWS stands for True Wireless Stereo, meaning the earbuds automatically pair without any cables. No wasted time when
you've got a workout pencilled in at a specific time.

STABILITY

No more interrupting your workout  to adjust your earphones. Spor Races come with accessories that enhance their comfort
and stability while you're exercising. There are three pairs of silicone tips (sizes S, M, L) and two small hooks to ensure optimal
grip. 

MUSIC AND CALLS



Working out is a pleasure. The earphones wirelessly connect to your smartphone, so you can listen to your playlists or take
calls using the built-in controls.

WIDELY COMPATIBLE

One single solution if you have more than one smartphone. These exercise earbuds are compatible with lots of mobile phone
brands: iPhone, Samsung, Xiaomi, Huawei, Oppo and many more. 

EASY CHARGING

The 350 mAh case is designed for two uses. With its small inner storage pouch, it can be used as a case for your earbuds as
well as their tips and hooks.

Once stored, the Sport Races will automatically turn off and start charging. Once charged, they'll turn on automatically when you
take them out.

They come with a charging cable for charging the case.

KEY FEATURES:

Bluetooth V5.0
Signal range: 10 metres
Stereo
Built-in microphone
Multifunction buttons for music and calls
Usage time: 3 hours at maximum volume
Standby time: 50 hours
Charging case battery: 350 mAh
2 rubber hooks for looping around the outside of the ear
2 tips to secure the earphones inside the ear
6 tips in sizes S, M, L for optimal in-ear grip

INCLUDES

Silicone hooks
Tips
Charging cable for case
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SKU: TESPEARBTTWSRACESK

Technical data
Standby time: 50 hours  
Talking time: 3 hours  
Recharging time: 1.5 hours  
Listening to music: 3 hours  
Charged via charging base: 13 hours  
Battery: 35 mAh  
Buttons: Multifunction  
Microphone: Integrated  
Included accessories: 2 rubber arches, 6 silicone rubber ear tips, Charging
cable, Charging cradle  
Sound mode (mono/stereo): Stereo  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417333491  
SKU: TESPEARBTTWSRACESK  
Weight: 30 g  
Charging base capacity: 350 mAh  
Number of connections: 1  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 30 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 300 mm  
Height Pack: 140 mm  
Weight Pack: 135 g  
Width Inner: 100 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 420 mm  
Height Inner: 160 mm  
Weight Inner: 870 g  
Width Master: 310 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 360 mm  
Weight Master: 7520 g  
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